The tablet that can
replace your laptop
Microsoft Surface Pro 4 is an extremely thin Intel® CoreTM
laptop with a brilliant high-resolution touch screen,
innovative click-in keyboard1, excellent battery life, and it
is built to run the software you rely on.

Exceptional performance
Surface Pro 4 features the latest 6th generation Intel
Core processor and great battery life so you can get
work done.

True versatility
Surface Pro 4 was designed to adapt to you. Work with
touch and Surface Pen in tablet mode, or fold out the
Type Cover1 and integrated Kickstand when you need
a laptop.

Surface Pen writes and
erases naturally
As smooth as using your favorite pen, Surface Pen
can even markup web pages. And Palm Block
technology means you can rest your hand on the
screen while you write.

Windows 10 enables a powerful, personalized experience
Surface Pro 4 makes your work life easier in incredible new ways. It runs Windows 10 and the desktop software you
rely on. Advanced technology from Microsoft, such as Cortana2, Windows Hello, and improved Surface Pen, puts you
in control.

Trusted by organizations
Surface Pro 4 smoothly folds into your existing infrastructure and
Windows 10 helps protect against modern security threats. IT can set up
Surface like other PCs, by joining it to a domain, and managing it using
tools already in place like Active Directory, SCCM, and Air Watch.

Backed by the best
Protect your Surface investment with Microsoft Complete for
Business which extends your warranty, covers damage, and includes
Advanced Exchange.

Get productive with Surface Pro 4
1. Sold separately; 2. Cortana is available in select global markets at launch; experience may vary by region and device
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